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Objective: To develop prediction equations for spirometry for
children from northern India using current international guidelines
for standardization.

Design: Re-analysis of cross-sectional data from a single school.
Participants: 670 normal children (age 6-17 y; 365 boys) of
northern Indian parentage.
Methods: After screening for normal health, we carried out
spirometry with recommended quality assurance according to
current guidelines. We developed linear and nonlinear prediction
equations using multiple regression analysis. We selected the
final models on the basis of the highest coefficient of multiple
determination (R2) and statistical validity.

Main outcome measures: Spirometry parameters: FVC, FEV1,
PEFR, FEF50, FEF75 and FEF25-75.
Results: The equations for the main parameters were as follows:

Spirometry is the most frequently performed
pulmonary function test for management of
diseases affecting the lungs [1]. Unlike most
other laboratory parameters that have fixed

normal values for all children in population, there are
none for spirometry. Normal expected values in a given
child are calculated from age and physical measurements
using prediction equations developed in studies on
normal healthy subjects. The values of parameters
measured in a patient are compared with these expected
normal values (labelled as predicted) and, if found less
than the lower limits of normal, are considered as
abnormal or reduced. Correct interpretation mandates
that data of Indian children be compared with prediction
equations developed in healthy Indian population [1].
Though several equations have been developed from
time-to-time for children in different regions of India [2-
9], most of these are now outdated and have limited utility
due to technological advances in equipment and revisions
in methodology.  No equations have been developed in
India following the last revision of the American Thoracic
Society-European Respiratory Society (ATS-ERS)
spirometry guidelines [10].

Recently, we presented linear regression equations
for spirometry for children of northern Indian origin [11].
However, the increase in lung function with age is non-
linear due to the pubertal spurt in height [12,13], and non-
linear prediction equations may, therefore, be
physiologically more appropriate. The currently
recommended equations for Caucasian children in the
United States (US) and Europe are non-linear [14,15].
Therefore, in this study, we reanalyzed our data to
examine if nonlinear models offered an advantage and
compared our predictions with those by Caucasian and
previously published Indian equations.

Boys, Ln FVC = -1.687+0.016*height +0.022*age; Ln FEV1 = -
1.748+0.015*height+0.031*age. Girls, Ln FVC = -9.989
+(2.018*Ln(height)) + (0.324*Ln(age)); Ln FEV1 = -10.055
+(1.990*Ln(height))+(0.358*Ln(age)). Nonlinear regression
yielded substantially greater R2 values compared to linear models
except for FEF50 for girls. Height and age were found to be the
significant explanatory variables for all parameters on multiple
regression with weight making no significant contribution.

Conclusions: We developed prediction equations for spirometry
for children from northern India. Nonlinear equations were
superior to linear equations.
Keywords: Forced expiratory flow rates, Forced expiratory
volume, Forced vital capacity, Regression analysis, Pulmonary
function tests, Spirometry.
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METHODS

The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics
Committee. The methodology has been described in
detail in our earlier communication [11]. The study was
carried out in normal healthy children between the ages 6
to 17 years in a school selected randomly from a list of
schools in Delhi. For multiple linear regression, the
recommended minimum sample size was 74, considering
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three independent variables (age, height and weight)
Further, anticipating that technically acceptable
spirometry may not be obtained in all, we kept a target of
15 to 20 boys and girls for each age. A written informed
consent was obtained from parents.

In view of substantial differences in lung function
among adults in different regions of India documented by
us and other authors previously [17,18], we restricted the
inclusion to children with both parentage of northern
Indian plains. Normal health was defined using the
criteria proposed by the ATS [19] and confirmed by
examination by one of the authors. We excluded children
with any chronic chest or other systemic disease recent or
current respiratory infection or other acute illness, body
mass index <85th percentile for children of the same age
and sex, any active smoking or environmental tobacco
smoke exposure at home, or inability to perform
technically acceptable spirometry.

After recording age, height and weight, we performed
spirometry using a calibrated heated Pneumotach
spirometer (Micro 5000, Medisoft, Belgium) with
recommended quality assurance according to current
guidelines on methodology [10].  We included only those
children who provided at least three acceptable and two
repeatable efforts. We measured the following
parameters for developing prediction equations: highest
values of forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory
volume in the 1 second (FEV1) and peak expiratory flow
rate (PEFR); expiratory flow rates obtained from the best
curve, i.e. the one with the highest sum of FVC and
FEV1: forced expiratory flow rate at 50% and 75%
exhalation of vital capacity (FEF50 and FEF75) and
mean forced expiratory flow rates over the middle 50% of
the vital capacity (FEF25-75).

Statistical analysis: Statistical analysis was carried out
using SPSS 20.0 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA) and Graph
Pad Prism 4.01 (Graph Pad Inc. USA) software. Data of
male and female participants were analyzed separately.
Univariate regression was carried out to identify
significant predictors among height, age and weight for
the spirometry variables followed by multiple regression
analysis. Both linear and nonlinear models were
examined. The independent variables were entered into
the prediction model in sequence if the R2 improved
substantially by more than 1%. Log or other
transformations of dependent and/or independent
variables were carried out to obtain the best model.  Final
models were selected on the basis of the highest
predictive capability (highest coefficient of multiple
determination, R2) and compliance with the requirements
of valid regression analysis i.e. independence of

predictors, homoscedasticity, and normal distribution of
residuals.

RESULTS

Acceptable flow-volume curves were obtained in 365
boys and 305 girls. The demographic characteristics of
the study population were described in detail in our
earlier communication [11]. The mean (SD) ages and the
anthropometric data in boys and girls, respectively were:
age (y), 11.74 (3.23) and 11.53 (3.37) (P>0.05); height
(m) 1.45 (0.14) and 1.49 (0.18) (P<0.01); weight (Kg)
40.97 (13.82) and 44.56 (18.42) (P<0.01).

The results of linear and nonlinear regression of FVC
and FEV1 against age, height and weight are shown in
Web Table 1 and plots against age and height with best-
fitting regression lines in girls and boys are shown in Fig.
1 and 2, respectively. Nonlinear lines fitted the observed
data better than linear. The final regression equations for
all parameters on multivariate analysis are presented in
Table I. Height and age were the significant predictors for
all parameters. Addition of weight did not result in
significant improvement in R2 for any parameter except
for FVC in girls where it increased from 0.87 to 0.88.
Both equations for FVC, with and without the weight
variable are shown.  However, the predicted values with

FIG. 1 Linear and nonlinear regression of FVC against (a) age
and (c) height, and of FEV1 against (b) age and (d) height in
girls.

(c) (d)
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the two equations were not significantly different.
Nonlinear regression yielded uniformly substantially
greater R2 values compared to linear models except for
FEF50 for girls where linear equation was retained. The
linear models for all other parameters were also rejected
because of non-normal distribution of residuals.  No
statistically valid equation was developed for FEV1/FVC
ratio due to lack of significant relationship with any
independent variable.

DISCUSSION

The present article presents prediction equations for
spirometry parameters for children of northern Indian
origin between the ages of 6 to 17 years. On multivariate
regression analysis, height and age were found to be the
main determinants for all parameters in both genders with
weight not making any significant contribution to the
predictions. The presented equations are nonlinear, and
we considered these as superior to the linear equations
published by us earlier [12], with greater explained
variance. In addition, the residuals were normally
distributed with nonlinear equations but not with linear
equations.

Most studies from India and other countries have
FIG. 2 Linear and nonlinear regression of FVC against (a) age
and (c) height, and of FEV1 against (b) age and (d) height in boys.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

TABLE I PREDICTION EQUATIONS FOR SPIROMETRY PARAMETERS IN BOYS AND GIRLS

Parameter Equation SEE R2 (current R2 (linear
equations) equations)12

Boys
Ln FVC -1.687+0.016*ht+0.022*age 0.111 0.92 0.87
Ln FEV1 -1.748+0.015*ht+0.031*age 0.115 0.91 0.86
Ln PEFR -0.319+0.009*ht+0.051*age 0.131 0.87 0.79
Ln FEF50 -7.641+1.594*Ln(ht)+0.322*Ln(age) 0.230 0.63 0.62
Ln FEF75 -2.008+0.011*ht+0.049*age 0.327 0.56 0.49
Ln FEF25-75 -0.951+0.011*ht+0.035*age 0.181 0.74 0.69

Girls

Ln FVC -9.989+(2.018*Ln(ht))+(0.324*Ln(age)) 0.117 0.87 0.84
or
-7.669+1.411*Ln(ht)+0.305*ln(age)+ 0.205*Ln(wt) 0.117 0.88

Ln FEV1 -10.055+(1.990*Ln(ht))+ (0.358*Ln(age)) 0.115 0.87 0.85
Ln PEFR -6.341+(1.362*Ln(ht))+(0.469*Ln(age)) 0.142 0.79 0.73
FEF50 -2.258+(0.027*ht)+(0.125*age) 0.691 0.55 0.55
Ln FEF75 -9.139+(1.676*Ln(ht))+(0.468*Ln(age)) 0.323 0.48 0.43
Ln FEF25-75 -7.89+(1.641*Ln(ht))+(0.317*Ln(age)) 0.176 0.68 0.60

FVC: Forced vital capacity, FEV1: Forced expiratory volume in the 1 second, PEFR: Peak expiratory flow rate, FEF50 and FEF75: Forced
expiratory flow rates at 50% and 75% exhalation of vital capacity,  FEF25-75: Mean forced expiratory flow rates over the middle 50% of the vital
capacity; Ln: natural logarithm; Units of measurements: FVC (L), FEV1 (L), PEFR (L/s), FEF50 (L/s), FEF75 (L/s) and FEF25-75 (L/s); Age in
completed years, height in cm and weight in Kg
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reported linear prediction equations for sake of simplicity
and ease of manual calculations [2-4,6-9,20,21].
However, the increase in FVC and FEV1 through
childhood is nonlinear with the adolescent growth spurt
causing an accelerated increase [13,14]. This relationship
was confirmed in our study. Therefore, linear models may
not be physiologically appropriate. Gupta, et al. [5]
reported that exponential models were not only
statistically valid but also fared better than the linear
models in Indian children. The equations currently
recommended for Caucasian children in the US [14] and
Europe [15], and for Singaporean children [22] are also
nonlinear. We recommend the application of nonlinear
equations to interpret spirometry data in children because
these are physiologically appropriate, statistically valid
and have a higher explained variance compared to linear
equations. Though nonlinear equations are more difficult
to compute manually, modern lung function equipments
are computerized and therefore this is not a limitation.

The present study has important clinical information
for pulmonologists and general pediatricians intending to
carry out spirometry in clinical practice and research. As
interpretation of measured spirometry data requires a
comparison with expected or predicted values in normal
population, selection of the correct prediction equations
is a critical step [1]. The software of computerized
spirometers that are generally used in India usually do not
provide any Indian equations because the available ones
[2-9,21] have become outdated by current technological
and methodological advances. Therefore, equations for
other populations, usually Caucasian, have to be used as a
substitute. Use of equations developed in other
populations is however not advisable for interpreting data
of Indians as it is likely to lead to substantial errors and
thus adversely affect management decisions [1,23]. This
occurs because the Caucasian and Indian predictions of
normal values differ substantially. Interpretation
algorithms for spirometry are based on FVC and FEV1
[1,20] and the predictions for these by our equations are
about 10% less compared to the predictions by the US
Caucasian equations [14].  Clinically significant errors in
interpretation on using Caucasian instead of Indian

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN?

• Due to well-known differences in lung function among populations, it is desirable to apply equations developed
in local population using standardized methodology for proper Interpretation of spirometry data

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS?

• The study presents new prediction equations for spirometry parameters for children of northern Indian origin
using the current standardized methodology addressing a long-felt unmet need and would be helpful in appropriate
evaluation of data in clinical and research studies.

equations has been shown in adults [23]. The present
study thus addresses a long-felt unmet need in spirometry
testing in Indian children in clinical and research studies
by providing prediction equations that are appropriate for
the local population. These equations can now be
incorporated in spirometry software.

 The limitation of this study was that we restricted our
inclusion to northern Indian children. The equations
developed by us may or may not be applicable to other
regions of India due to the possibility of differences
considering the diversity of India. It would be desirable to
update prediction equations for other regions as well in a
multicentric study using similar measurement protocols.
Alternatively, external validation studies of the equations
developed by us would be required in other regions
before these may be applied more widely. Moreover, a
random selection from the whole population would be
ideal but is difficult for logistic and operational reasons
and thus usually not used for such studies. The current
guidelines on spirometry have found the convenient
sampling strategy acceptable if the selection criteria and
the distribution of anthropometric characteristics remain
adequate [10].

In conclusion, we have presented prediction
equations for spirometry parameters for children of
northern Indian origin using the current standardized
methodology. These equations address a long-felt need
and should be helpful in appropriate evaluation of
spirometry data in clinical and research studies.
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